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onathan Larson’s classic song from Rent is so well-known that 
the first two chords are all Broadway geeks need to hear in 
order to burst out into song.  
 

“Five hundred twenty-five thousand 
Six hundred minutes 
Five hundred twenty-five thousand 
Moments so dear 
Five hundred twenty-five thousand 
Six hundred minutes 
How do you measure -- measure a year?”1 
 
The song, “Seasons of Love,” breaks the year down into its component 
parts, the minutes that make up the days, weeks, and months of a year.  
As educators, one of our jobs (among the thousands of others) is to break 
down information and skills into smaller, more manageable segments. 
This chunking, breaking a task into manageable parts, helps students 
integrate new information and provides them with ways to strategize 
their approach to academic tasks.2 Careful chunking helps students 
succeed at tasks that previously seemed too overwhelming to even begin.

Areyvut is a non-profit organization founded in 2002 that seeks to 
integrate the values of chesed, tzedakah, and tikkun olam into the lives of 
Jewish children, teens, and families. We attempt to teach people to make 
the world a kinder, more caring place. But unlike many other academic 
skills, chunking and scaffolding chesed and tzedakah is not intuitive. Since 
there are a multiplicity of ways to be kind and do kindness, we cannot 
scaffold kindness in the same way that we teach linear equations or 
English grammar. 

Taking Action 

Judaism demands action – the fulfillment of the commandments – not 
the simple assertion of specific beliefs or the accumulation of a certain 
body of knowledge. A religious Jew, an observant Jew, is one who behaves 
in a certain way, i.e., observes the commandments, not one who believes 
a certain way. I am reminded of a commentary on Jeremiah (16:11), 
“[They] have forsaken me and have not kept my Torah.” The midrash 
aggadah, Pesikta D’Rav Kahana, explains the verse as teaching: “If only 
they had forsaken me and kept my Torah.”
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But how do we get them in the door? How do we get people to take the first step to do kindness?  The task 
seems so overwhelming and impossible, and we are too often left with the questions “Why should I bother?” 
and “Since I can’t solve the problem, what is the point in even trying?” As educators, we also are left with our 
students’ questions of “Why do I have to? And what do I get out of it?”

Areyvut has attempted to answer these questions by chunking chesed, tzedekah, and tikkun olam into daily 
acts of kindness. While “Seasons of Love” suggests that it is through love that we measure each year, at 
Areyvut we suggest measuring a year through days of kindness. Since 2005, Areyvut has published a yearly 
A Kindness a Day calendar. Beginning on January 1, each page of the calendar has a suggestion for an act of 
chesed that you can do each day of the year. Underneath each suggestion is a source from a traditional Jewish 
text that inspires or provides religious and ethical underpinning for that action. What can you do on February 
28? Donate books to a school library or to children who don’t have books of their own. April 20? Share your 
mid-afternoon snack with a friend or colleague. With 365 ways to make a difference, the A Kindness a Day 
calendar inspires and motivates readers to make a difference.

By chunking, or breaking a kindness into manageable parts, the calendar helps scaffold people into longer and 
more complex tasks of chesed, tzedakah, and tikkun olam, and they are better able to build executive function, 
the abolity to intellectually plan a series of behaviours. The calendar provides baby steps, tiny and not-so-tiny 
actions for each day. Tiny steps that add up to a year of kindness. Daily pieces of sweetness that enable people 
to feel good about themselves and help them make the world a better, kinder place, while reminding them of 
the infinite value of each individual --”You matter.” “What you do matters.” “You are not alone.” 

Kindness is accessible to everyone. One does not have to have the calendar to create daily kindness. The 
important part is breaking down the task into manageable pieces. Daily chunks of conscious kindness are  
about being present in the day and living with awareness and intention. It also has the potential to transform 
our classrooms. Below are some suggestions:

Teach Them When They Are Young

It is crucial to begin instilling Jewish values within students when they are young. When introducing a new 
suggestion to the youngest students, read a picture book in which characters emulate the suggestion. There 
are other ways to incorporate a daily act of kindness within classrooms, such as picking relevant classroom 
themes and projects, creating a “Mitzvah Tree” to keep track of each time a student follows a suggestion, 
and singing songs that relate to the theme. Make it a point to introduce a daily act of kindness to your class. 
Take a few minutes to discuss why the suggestion is meaningful and important and how you could go about 
accomplishing the goal. At the end of the day, ask the students if they had an opportunity to accomplish that 
day’s suggestion.

Enrich Your Curriculum

Enhance the curriculum by implementing acts of kindness that relate to your particular discipline. Do you 
teach science? Create small acts of kindness that relate to the environment and do a special project with your 
students to make that act of chesed come to life. Jewish studies? Once a week, allot time for your students to 
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work in groups to discuss why that day’s suggestion is important to them.

Positive Reinforcement

Encourage students to engage in acts of kindness by using positive reinforcement. Praise them on their efforts 
and inspire them to do more. If a child needs an extra push, offer him or her the opportunity to ask you to do 
an act of kindness together or for him or her when it is needed.

Take Over the School

Your impact as an educator does not stay just in the classroom. With a daily chunk of kindness, you have the 
opportunity to impact people of all ages. Add a kindness a day to your school newspaper or bulletin board 
and regularly highlight those who actively participate in tikkun olam. In this way, students, parents, and other 
educators will have the chance to benefit from the daily kindness.

The Student Becomes the Teacher

Encourage students to teach younger children about Jewish values and to create collaborative tzedakah 
projects. Speak with other middle school teachers to find a time when your classes can get together for a 
course on chesed. Your students can not only lead the discussion, they also can create and introduce a hands-
on project that the younger children can participate in.

Lead by Example

You are an educator, and your students are watching every move you make. Whether we like it or not, your  
choices and actions have a serious impact on your students. It is not enough to tell students to engage in 
acts of kindness -- your own actions must reflect the message you share. Make it a point to engage in acts of 
kindness both inside and outside of the classroom and show students what it means to be a true role model.

By chunking kindness, we make the most of the precious time spent with our students. We need to seize 
each opportunity to build our relationships and create memorable moments. A kindness a day is a powerful 
tool that can help strengthen relationships within the classroom and create caring communities. By chunking 
kindness, not only will you be able to make the world a better place, but you also will be able to forge richer, 
stronger, and more meaningful relationships with your students.

Footnotes:

1. http://www.metrolyrics.com/seasons-of-love-lyrics-rent.html

2. http://specialed.about.com/od/glossary/g/chunk.htm
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